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Name  Prinzessin Regine "Pegi" Hohenzoller

Organisation

Email address germanforever@comcast.net

Country/region Temporary-New Jersey, USA

Gender Female

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Displaced person

due to abduction

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights No one has the right to violate another's peace of mind.

Openness For peaceful problem resolution

Accessibility Absolute necessity to avoid conflict

Multistakeholder participation Should never be used by companies using for privatized gain

Cross-cutting indicators Dedication to resolve problem not fiscal gain

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Which ones/how often did violations occur?



Openness Protection of info identifying person fearing repercussion

Accessibility Uncomplicated categories

Multistakeholder participation Those joining for a financial boon heard skeptically

Cross-cutting indicators Use of fiscal manipulation to coerce to agreement censored,suspended, barred.

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights In USA they need to start by reading & understanding their own Constitution.

Openness Intimidation under "Patriot Act"prevents people from addressing concerns bot echoing
administration.

Accessibility They do not know they can contact UN

Multistakeholder
participation

Societal welfare first, fiscal gains last & reasonable.

Cross-cutting
indicators

Prohibition of any country using force to secure interest in foreign countries, interference in
the government.of other countrie

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

Many years ago I dropped the Yahoo site for unacceptable unsolicited sexploitation e-mails. 
I saw your call for employment and mentored a young lady to apply.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

Continue to connect need to trustworthy entities who may be able to help. It's not Donald Trup. RE of internal
Venezuela conflict was answered by him in military threat.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

To provide help to persons individual or conglomerate & act as educational liaisons.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

K.I.S.S. (keep it simple, stupid)The people on the user end don't want all kinds of codes & detours. The internet is a
communications tool & people don't want to be bogged down by complications which frustrate their efforts to offer or
request help.& geodesically connect like-minded persons regionally.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here. thanksgiving-kitties_001.jpg

(https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/thanksgiving-kitties_001.jpg)

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/thanksgiving-kitties_001.jpg



